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Prefer hands on physical labor for the most part, but have great customer and
management experience as well as some office experience. To work under
stressful and or dangerous situations and always ask questions when not sure of
something. Work any day of the week and am not afraid of working overtime.
OCTOBER 2014 – SEPTEMBER 2015

ASST. FIRST RESPONDER - ABC CORPORATION










Responded to several different house fires and flood damaged homes mostly in
Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas.
Picked up fire and flood damaged textiles such as clothing, bedding, and drapes
to be restored at our facility in Nash, and to deliver said items back to home
owners at a later date set by them and or their insurance adjusters.
Had to establish good down to earth relationships with victims of house fires
and floods.
Dealt with many people whom had lost loved ones, and animals during these
unfortunate events as well as many other irreplaceable items, so it was very
important for me to apply patience and understanding to gain trust and make it
a rather smooth and comfortable process as much as was possible.
Used Inventory and customer service were the main two skills had to
demonstrate for CRDN.
Worked for CRDN, as well as long hours ranging from 50 to 70 hours a week.
Respond to 911 calls on a brush truck with other Perry first responders.

2011 – 2014

FIRST RESPONDER - DELTA CORPORATION








Worked along Paramedics to provide emergency care to patients.
Making a difference and saving lives Skills Used CPR, BLOOD PRESSURE, PULSE,
HEART RATE, EMERGENCY SERVICE SKILLS INCLUDING LOADING PATIENTS ON .
Respond county wide to hazmat releases that go beyond the scope of local fire
departments.
Was a certified First Responder with a CPR certificate and an Evacuation
certificate.
Trained to assess injuries and stabilize injured people.
CPR First Aid Taking patient vitals Liable for completing &quot;trip&quot; sheet
and submitting to Fire Chief Responsible for restocking supplies.
First responder Attend Concert venue responding to all medical emergencies
involving staff or customers, maintain heightened awareness in stress .
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EDUCATION
Environmental HAZWOPER - 2014(LA Green Corps - New Orleans, LA)

SKILLS
Management, organizing.
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